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Abstract 

In the frame of the scattering inverse problem 
at fixed energy, we obtain a class of spherically symmetric 
potentials which are transparent in Born approximation : all 
their Born phase-shifts vanish. This class is made of oscil
lating functions of the reduced radial variable. Amongst 
these functions, the Born approximation of the transparent 
potential of the Newton-Sabatier method is found. In the same 
class, we exhibit potentials for which the Born phase-shifts 
vanish at and after a certain L-wave (quasi-transparent 
potentials). 

Very general features of potentials transparent 
in Born approximation are then stated. And bounds are given 
for the exact scattering amplitudes corresponding to most of 
the potentials previously exhibited. These bounds, obtained 
at fixed energy and for large values of the angular momentum, 
are found to be independent on the energy. 



Introduction 

The problem of the uniqueness of the solution is 
fundamental in any study of an inverse scattering problem. In 
quantum scattering theory, it is well known that the resolution 
of the inverse problem at a fixed value of the angular momentum 
leads generally to a set of solutions (Gel'fand-Levitan-1951 ; 
Agranovich-Marchenko-1963). This set of solutions possesses a 
number of arbitrary parameters equal to the number of ground 
states which the potential admits. However, until now, no 
similar general result has been stated for the inverse problem 
at fixed energy. Certain special classes of potentials have 
been studied. On one hand, the uniqueness of the solution of 
an inverse problem at fixed energy was shown by Loeffel (1968) 
for Yukawa and finite range potentials. On the other hand, the 
Newton-Sabatier (Newton-1962 ; Sabatier-1966) is known to lead 
to a one-parameter family of equivalent potentials, amongst 
which a peculiar potential is chosen for physical reasons. As 
this last method concerns a limited class of functions, the 
observed lack of uniqueness may be thought to be an accidental 
one. 

Outside the three quoted classes, a fundamental 
question remains unsolved : at a given energy, is the only 
knowledge of the phase-shifts corresponding to a potential, 
sufficient, or not, to determine this potential uniquely ? 
This paper does not claim to give an answer to this question. 
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However, it allows a realization of it by studying the problem 
in an approximative frame. This frame is chosen to be the Born 
approximation, for it linearizes the phase-shifts as a function 
of the potential. Then, if all the Born phase-shifts of a 
potential vanish at a given energy, this potential may be added 
to any other potential without modifying in any way its set of 
Born phase-shifts at the energy considered. Suoh a potential is 
said to be transparent at this energy, and its addition to a 
given potential provides another potential equivalent to the 
first one. In our study, we exhibit a class of energy-dependent 
potentials which are transparent in Born approximation at any 
energy. In the same class of functions, we obtain quasi-
transparent potentials, i.e. potentials for which the Born 
phase-shifts vanish at and after a certain L-wave. 

The search for such potentials was suggested to us 
by numerical tests that we performed in order to study 
carefully the results of the Hewton-Sabatier method. So, in 
this paper, we begin in Section I by a recall of some trials 
we carried out with the particular choice of an initial 
gaussian potential. By the explicit computation of equivalent 
potentials, and of potentials generated by prematurely trun
cated sets of phase-shifts, this example shows the oscillating 
nature of the transparent, and quasi-transparent potentials 
which occur in the method. In Section II, we tackle the 
question of a possible expression for a potential transparent, 
or quasi-transparent in Born approximation. He look for it 
inside a relatively wide class of functions of the reduced 
variable : the products of a power of the variable by a certain 
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number of regular Bessel functions. One of the transparent 
potentials that we find of this form is nothing else than the 
Born approximation of the transparent potential'of the Newton-
Sabatier method. This result leads us to think that our poten
tials nay be approximations for exact transparent potentials 
occurring in possible Inverse methods at fixed energy. In 
Section III, use is made of the total Born scattering amplitude 
to derive very general features of potentials transparent in 
the Born approximation. Then, in order to give a more rigorous 
seating to our work, we show in Section IV that the exact 
scattering amplitudes corresponding to most of our transparent 
potentials are bounded for large values of the angular momentum 
by a quantity which goes to zero when * goeB to infinity. 
Finally we draw our conclusions. 

I. The equivalent potentials of the Hewton-Sabatler method 

When a study of the Newton-Sabatier method (1962-
1966) is done, the notion of equivalent potentials arises in a 
quite natural way. Let us recall that this method allows the 
construction of spherically-symmetric potentials from only the 
knowledge of the set of phase-shifts U j ) at a given energy. 
Starting from such a set (6^1, a one parameter family of poten
tials may be generated. The potentials are different from 
each other at least in the asymptotic region, where they obey 
the following law (Sabatler-1966) : 
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when 6j goes to zero faster than I as I goes to infinity, 
i.e. for most situations occurring in nuclear physics. In 
equation (1), 6 is a number which can be computed from the 
initial {<£> , and a is an arbitrary parameter. The variable 
is tha reduced variable x - kr, r being the physical variable, 
and k the wave number associated with the energy. 

Outside the asymptotic region, very little is known 
from theoretical considerations about the different potentials 
D"(x, a). Expanding them near the origin leads to : 

*(«.*) — % ( 2 ) 

i-»o 

where c is a number which depends both on the initial set {as), 
and on the choice of a. But, in the intermediate regions, where 
x is neither too small, nor in the asymptotic zone, it seems 
to be difficult to estimate the behaviour of 1T(x,a) by 
theoretical means. 

So, let us consider a physical scattering of two 
h 2k 2 

particles of reduced mass y , at a given energy E C M • 2 u • 
The knowledge of the phase-shifts 16,} produced by the inter
action potential V^ (r) leads to a family of potentials V(r,ot)*> 
E c„ V(kr,o) . Each of them produces at the energy E C M the same 
set of phase-shifts as V t(r). At this given energy, they are 
all equivalent to the initial potential, and equivalent to 
each other. However, the relative deviation between them is 
not theoretically known, and one cannot predict if one amongst 
the different V(r,a) is closer to V ±(r) than the others. One 
may deduce from equation (2) a divergence of V(r,ct) at the 
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origin (except if c D = 0), and this behaviour Is in most cases 
different from that of V^fr). However, it is welJ lenown that the 
experimental phase-shifts generally cannot provide information 
on the inner part of potential ; so this characteristic of V(r,a) 
does not seem very troublesome for eventual practical applica
tions of the inverse method. 

The asymptotic behaviour of V(r,ot) is rather Impor
tant from this last point of view. Equation (1) shows that 
the decrease of the different potentials generated by the 
method is generally slow. Cs the contrary, physical reasons 
usually lead to imagine V^lr) as a short-ranged potential . 
In order to harmonize these two facts, Sabatier (1966) suggested 

the choice of the potential V (r, e), which is the only one to 
-3/2 decrease more rapidly than r ' : this particular potential 

may then be convenient in nuclear physics, and reproduce 
satisfactorily the true potential V^fr). Let us recall that 
this choice defines unambiguously c Q» therefore we know the 
behaviour of the potential near the origin. 

In order to study more precisely the relative 

deviation of these equivalent potentials, numerical tests are 
required. A first series of tests were performed by Sabatier 

and Quyen Van Phu (1971) , who compared some possible potentials 
V, (r) with the corresponding V(r,B) generated by the inverse 
method at different energies. He made another series of 

similar tests, in a more precise and complete way, 

[Coudray 1977-1979), so as to connect the characteristics of the 
potentials V(r,6) with the internal parameters of V ^ r ) . 
However, no potential V(r,a) had been computed for values of 
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o different from 6. To verify that the "best" potential was 
indeed V(r,B) we have explicitely calculated some of its 
equivalent potentials V<r,a). 

He shall recall here two computational results which 
summarize very well most of our observations. They deal with 
the same initial gaussian potential V ±(r) = - V. e V , with 
V Q - 14 MeV and u » 3.5 fm. We have calculated the set of 

phase-shifts produced by this potential in the scattering of a 

neutron of energy E,_, upon a ct-particle. In the center-of-
4 

mass system, the energy E C M is written : E C M = ^ E i a b ' a n ^ 
4 

if M is the nucléon mass, the reduced mass M is equal to r M. 
When the Newton-Sabatier method is applied, and 

V(r,B) is computed, the result is very sensitive to the chosen 
energy. Figure 1 is a comparison between V i(r) and V(r,S) for 
E l a b = 10,30 and 400 MeV. For the lowest of these energies, 
the reproduction of the initial potential is relatively bad : 
the calculated potential oscillates around V^(r>, and if this 
last potential was unknown, it would be difficult to deduce it 
from V(r,P). At the energy of 30 MeV, the agreement is better : 
the only appreciable discrepancy between the initial potential 
and the calculated one takes place for values of r less than 
2 fm, and is easily related to the divergent expression of 
V(r,S) near the origin (cf. Formula 2). For the third of the 
chosen energies, E i ^ B 400 MeV, this discrepancy is still 
reduced, and as soon as r becomes larger than 1 fm, the 
agreement between V^tr) and V(r,B) is excellent. 

Now let us compute V(r,a) at this last energy of 
400 MeV, for which V(r,S> reproduces the initial potential 
fairly well. For o = 0.96 , we obtain the results shown on 
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Figure 2. The previous agreement is destroyed, and the compu
tation leads to a strongly oscillating curve. Its oscillations 
are not limited to the asymptotic region, where theoretical 
considerations provided for them : they take place in the whole 
of the domain of variations of r. Their amplitude is relatively 
large ; however, their average value seems to coincide with 
the initial potential. If other values of <x are tested, they 
lead to similar oscillating curves (Coudray-1979). 

These two examples illustrate the main characte
ristics of the potentials generated by the method. They show 
that the choice of V(r,6) seems to be the best one in nuclear 
physics. And that, for a given initial potential V ±(r), the 
higher energies give rise to the best fits. A more complete 
description of the potentials V(r,8), including their dependence 
in function of the shape and the parameters of the initial 
potential may be found in (Coudray-1979). The results given 
here are generalized, and more precisely, the notion of "critical 
energy" is introduced : a progressive decrease of the energy 
leads successively to a good reproduction of the initial 
potential, then to oscillations indicating the neighbourhood 
of this critical energy, at last to the failure of the method. 
The example chosen here, this critical energy may be approxi
mative^ located around 10 MeV. 

It is worthy to notice that, independently of 
our work, another calculation of V(r,B) was performed with 
the help of the same technics (Pelosi et al.- 1978) ; it was 
a direct attempt to explain in terms of potentials the expe
rimental results of the tr-N diffusion. This computation led 
to strongly oscillating potentials. In this calculation, 
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however, the origin of the observed oscillations is not easy 
to Identify, for it may be either the method itself, or the 
small number of experimental phase-shifts. And it was shown 
by J. Reignier (1979) that, in the class of potentials possessing 
a first absolute moment, any exact method of inversion with a 
finite number of phase-shift analysis leads always to potentials 
which own oscillating tails. 

The influence of the number of phase-shifts Intro
duced into the computation can be numerically studied in the 
frame of the Newton-Sabatier method. Choosing again our gaussian 
potential, at the energy E j . = 400 MeV, we were sure that the 
eventual oscillations could not be due to the method itself : 
at this energy, when the number N of phase-shifts is suffi
ciently large (L •= 30), the computed potential V(r,3) , as shown 
in Figure 2, possesses no visible oscillation. We successively 
reduced this number L to the values 20, 15, 10, 5, 3 and 1 -
obviously, always choosing the first phase-shifts-.Our results, 
shown in Figure 3, indicate that in any case, the truncation 
of the series of phase-shifts leads to oscillations, situated 
within the whole domain of variations of r. When the truncation 
is very premature (L = 1,3,5), most of the oscillations seem 
to admit the zero potential as an average value. When supple
mentary phase-shifts are added, IL = 10,15,20), the oscillations 
centre progressively on the initial potential, until L becomes 
large enough (L * 30) to lead to a non oscillating curve. 

All the potentials drawn in Figure 3 are quasi-
transparent. Their first L phase-shifts are identical to those 
of V. (r). They all oscillate, and Lhe oscillations obtained by 
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Pelosi et al. (1978) may be due to the same phenomena. 

The different numerical examples we have recal^d 

here are In agreement with previous theoretical results which 

provided for oscillations in the asymptotic region. However, 

we observe oscillations on the whole domain of definition of 

the potential. Is it then possible to understand the origin 

of these oscillations ? In o.l:er words, can we write a possible 

expression for a potential equivalent to another one, or for 

a quasi-transparent potential ? In what follows, we try to give 

an approximate answer to this question. 

II. Obtalnment of potentials transparent, or quasi-transparent, 

in Born approximation 

1' jD££2âïï£îî£2-2ï_ï!2ë-S2ïï_§EEï2ïiîâ£i23 

A particularly interesting approximative study 

of the previous problem may be done in the frame of the Born 

approximation. Within this approximation, the phase-shift 

becomes a linear function of the potential : 

In this formula, jt(r) is the regular spherical Beasel function 

of order «,. The linearity of 6. implies that the difference 

*B 

between two equivalent potentials at a given energy is a poten

tial for which all phase-shifts vanish at this energy, a 

transparent potential by definition. So the search for 
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equivalent potentials reduces to the search for transparent 

potentials. If we are able to exhibit transparent potentials, 

the addition of one of them to any potential will provide 

a potential equivalent to this last one. 

How can a potential transparent be defined in 

Born approximation ? For such a potential every phase-shift 

vanishes, so that 

/ A (**") ^T M A ' C U =. o for any integer I > 0 (4 

HL 

or, after introducing the reduced variable x = kr, the reduced 

potential V- (x) = V„ (£) and the ordinary Bessel functions 
1 h 2k* T * 

I JV . (*.) V (x.) •*. dx = 0 for any integer * > 0 

So we have to look for a function v„,(x) orthogonal on (0,+») 

to every function x J 2 . (x). 

2> E9ïêS£i5ï5_tr§nsoarent_in_Bom_aDEroximation 

In order to derive a possible expression for V^ (x), 

we worked in steps. First we looked forl^{x) amongst the func

tions U^,(x) such that xYlt,(x) is sguare-integrable (with y real) . 

Although we were then working in a reduced class, we enjoyed 

the advantage that these functions could be split on the set 

of the eigenfunctions of differential self-adjoint operators. 

with the help of this last technique, we were led to the 

following expression for VT(x) (Coudray-1979) : 

(5) 
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% (+) : Zd!*) H >. I (6) 

which corresponds to a very narrow class of functions. 
However, we are now is possession of an analytic expression 
for l^(x), and it is easy to generalize it. A first extension 
may be the class of functions which are products of a power 
of x by a Bessel function. The introduction of such functions 
into equation (5) provides : 

lTT(xJ.- * " Jv It.*-) (7.a) 

- i t < " < *A < 7 - b ) 

C > 4 (7.C) 

But inequality (7.b)- which is obtained by imposing 
on Û ,(x) the usual conditions for the applicability of 
scattering theory - cannot allow an asymptotic decrease of 
VJ<x) faster than x~ + e , e>0. And a recent result of 
Reignier (1979) shows that a potential transparent in Born 
approximation may decrease more rapidly than any prescribed 
negative power of x. This contradiction may be removed if we 
extend a second time the class of the searched functions, by 
considering products of powers of x by several Bessel 
functions : 

This last expression allows an arbitrary asymptotic power 
decrease of Vj» (x), each Bessel function reducing it by an 
amount of 1/ 2. 
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Let us discuss the possibility for l^,(x) as defined 

by equation (8) to be transparent in Born approximation- this 

discussion will include the two previous particular cases-. He 

restrict our discussion to real potentials, i.o. to real 

parameters S,\)x and c ±. The condition (5) writes s 

t - S+i _ ,4 

for any integer i > 0. 

The convergence of l t must be insured, both in the vicinity 

of the origin, and for large values of x. This leads to the 

double condition : 

S * S t ' i * * « - - - • ' ' „ > < > do) 

3. (11) 

The value of 1^ is known : the simple change of functions 

(Batenan-1953.1) : 

V*($} M~*x^-$) (12) 

converts 1^ into a tabulated integral (Exton-1978) : 

r -v'W i4 / \y" , -*-».î.is--

f k*!) r(jgr8T0'»»,tJ't<----t-*'J 

' ^ * t * £ ' * * 

(13) 

-v-^,,^)-^)/-
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where F^ Is the Lauricella's function of (m+1) variables, 
function which reduces to P 4 if m • 1'*'. As soon as this 
function may be defined as a multiple series, it cannot becone 
singular, and the cancellation of 1^ for any integer i > 0 
occurs whenever the relation : 

5" -- 0. - i - H <rl* * = o,l.i,.-- ( 1 4 ) 

is fulfilled. In this condition, v Q is defined as t 
*,* »« - C » i * - - - **•*•>) (15) 

One may easily be convinced that, if condition (14) holds for 
2 - 0 , it holds automatically for any integer 1 > 0. So it 
reduces to s 

?r >>„ - i +• in <i*0,l,*,. (l€) 

If positive parameters Cĵ  are assumed'4'', P' 1"* 1 

may be defined as a multiple series since the following 
inequality is fulfilled : 

(*) tt- %-«- a-s-n >v, 
The quoted reference provides/ — I instead of 
(4c) . However, as the resulting formula does 
not reduce for m » 0 and m * 1 to the well-known formulas 
(see for instance Bailey (1934) and Bateman<1953.II)),we have 
slightly modified it. Our results are independent of this 
modification. 

(+'According to the formula (Bateman-1953.III) 

the choice of some parameters -c i instead of +c ± leads to the 
same potential V^ (x), save on an unimportant multiplicative 
phase. 
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Then equations (15) and (16), together with conditions (10),(11) 

and (17) define a class of functions tÇ(x) : 

for which every integral I, vanishes. But we require more on 

tf^(x) i we want to be able to apply scattering theory to them, 

and, amongst the previous alasa, this leads UB to select the 

functions such as : 
-<-n 

|1Ç N\ < 1 « when x - « 

| V ^ M i 6- •*•' *1 when x * 0 

where n and n' are positive arbitrary constants. These two 

conditions limit the domain of variations of the parameters 

n and v, according to the inequality : 

-t«*i) <"- <(•»>* **•*•- ' O * ? -*n us) 
which involves conditions (10) and (11). So, from now on, •••• : 

potentials will be defined by equations (15) and (18), and 

submitted to conditions (17) and (19). 

A graphical study of inequality (19) may be done ï 

see figure (4). X.et us Buppose the parameters v* to be known, 

and let us look for the possible values for n. In figure 4, 

all these values are the abscisses of points contained either 

inside the triangle ABC, or on the segment AC. The straight line 

BC possesses a constant slope, but its position is related to 

the value o f q » ^ + v 1 + .. + v . The abscissa of B ,nB=q + ^ 
m~l 

corresponds to the upper bound for n, a bound which cannot be 

reached. So n belongs to the set : {0,1,2...H} , where N is 



the larger integer less than nfl. 
However, the double inequality (19) does not 

involve very restrictive conditions ontf^(x). Indeed, near 
the origin, the potential behaves like x 2> n + vm'" 1, i. a. may 
have any prescribed behaviour compatible with quantum 
scattering theory. On the other hand, the potential becomes 
asymptotically : 

T *-»«. 1. Jn+S-Jj, (20) 

and it may decrease more rapidly than any given negative power 
of x : even when the sum (n+vm) is given, the quantity 
1+q-n « 1 + q- (n+vm) +\>m remaining in the exponent of x may 
be chosen arbitrarily large. So every decreasing power of x 
compatible with scattering theory may asymptotically be reached 
by some f T (x). 

Obviously, the expressions (6) and (7) correspond 
to particular cases of the general potential (18), and may be 
derived with the same techniques. However, as stid before, we 
were led to the expression (G) by another method, and we were 
able to show that the limit value < - 2 could be included in 
the range of the parameter K (Coudray-1979). It was therefore 
interesting to look for the possibility for the parameter c 
of equation (7) to be equal to 2, and, more generally, for c m 

to reach the sum 2+c1+...+cI||_1. In the Appendix, use is made 
of Lebesgue theorem to show that this limit value may be 
included in the range of c m, so that inequality (17) is to be 
replaced by : 
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, , (21) 
* + ' « + c t + + <*,_*• c « 

In particular, if m - 1, the value'C = 2 is 
allowed. 

Let UB now come back to our starting point, i.e. 
to the Newton-Sabatier method. It has been shown that an exact 
transparent potential is generated by this method, that it is 
unique (Redmond-1964), and that it behaves at infinity like 

cp (j>- H/iQ _ o f _ p o r m u l a x_ (sabatier-1966). If we 
compare this asymptotic behaviour with eq.20, we observe that 

J
0

< 2 * > it may be that of V T < x ) = -=^ , one of the transparent 
potentials we have defined, corresponding to m « 1, 

in the vicinity of the origin than the potentials obtained 
via the Newton-Sabatier method. These two similarities lead 
us to think thatlT^(x) may be the Born approximation of the 
exact transparent potential of this method. 

In order to verify this assumption, we shall use 
the numerical results shown in figure 2. Let us suppose the 
Born approximation to be valid. Then the property of linearity 
of the phase-shifts implies that the computed potential may be 
the sum of the initial potential V, (r) , and if our assumption 
concerning y£ is valid, of any multiple of V|(r) - E^irjOcr). 
So t 

M*(*,«)= B^ t r ^ , * ) . »£ W + K e^ v'fa) (22) 
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g 
asymptotically V (r,a) reduces to the multiple of the transpa
rent potential and : 

v V*> K £ (23) 

But this is to be identified with the asymptotic behaviour of 
v(r,a), as given by equation (1). How K is defined unambiguously 
as : 

Kr -*.(«-(*) (24, 

In figure 5 are drawn the potential V(r,a) obtained 
previously from the set of phase shifts (S^} corresponding to 
V ^ r ) , and the potential V B(r,a) defined by equations (22) 
and (24). A very good agreement holds between these two poten
tials, particularly near the origin and in the tail region. 
The slight discrepancy observed for the intermediate values of 
r may be due to the fact that the exact transparent potential 
is probably not exactly equal to its Born approximation. 

Nevertheless, we can conclude that our class of 
transparent potentials contains the Born approximation of the 
Newton-Sabatier transparent potential. This last result allows 
the best understanding of reasons for the non-uniqueness of the 
solution of the studied method. Furthermore, it allows us 
to predict analogous lacks of uniqueness in any possible 
inverse method based only on the knowledge of the phase-shifts 
of a potential at a given energy. 
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4) £gtentlals_guasi;trans]3arent_in_Born_aEB£oximaÊlon 

Techniques similar to those of Section II.2 may 

be used to determine a class of quasi-transparent potentials 

belonging to the same set of functions. For such potentials, 

all phase-shifts vanish at and after some wave L. So, in Born 

approximation, we must impose the cancellation of I, for any 

integer l > L. This requires the fulfilment of the condition 

S"* ft,. *t-i (25) 

{ 

and the corresponding quasi-transparent potentials can be written 

*•*.***" "' T » | ( ^ ) V H » ) » " \C***) ( 2 6 ) 

with parameters submitted to the following conditions : 

L.'h. <»„ < (»,*-- *>\M) * f f*L 

These last inequalities may be deduced in a similar manner as 

the conditions concerning the transparent potentials. Like 

them, they are not very restrictive, and allow V ^ b O an 

arbitrary asymptotic power decrease-

To conclude this section, we want to emphasize the 

fact that all the potentials we have obtained are energy-

dependent t the variable x is the reduced variable and the 

formula : 

"• ""• (28) 

showB this dependence. 
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III. Ose of the total Born scattering amplitude 

Some general characteristics of the potentials trans
parent in Born approximation may be deduced from the intro
duction of the total Born scattering amplitude. Hith its help, 
the condition of transparency in Born approximation may be 
written (Sabatier-1973 ; Reignier-1979) in a form different 
from equation [5). Let us write the total Born scattering 
amplitude corresponding to a potential V(r) at the energy 
ECH " 2u ' 

**4 J« 
«U (29) 

It is the sine Fourier transform of the function r V(r). In 
this last formula, the variable g is the length of the momentum 
transfer q - Jc-k*', fc" being the wave vector of the incident 
particle, and k' a vector of same length, but parallel to the 
direction of observation. A potential will be transparent if 
tig(q) vanishes for every physical value of q, i.e. for 
g e [0,2k]. 

This definition of transparency allows us to derive 
very general features of the transparent potentials. Let us 
state them. 

Property 1 - Every potential transparent in Born approxima
tion at a given energy is transparent in the same approxima
tion at any lower energy. 

This result is obvious. If h(q)-0 for 0 < q < 2k, 
then h(q) = 0 for 0 < q < 2k* for any k,<k. 



r 
Property 2 - If a potential V T(r) is transparent in Born 
approximation at a given energy E r and if Y is a real 
positive number, the potential VT(yr) is transparent in 
the same approximation at the energy y*E. 

This property is easily shown. The Born scattering 
amplitude corresponding to V (r) = v^lyr), as defined in 
property 2, may be written : 

• i° ' V a o 

, _ i t - /"— ail VT(VJVJ»? 

•»„ ru- i. * / I l 
fi» y* 8 ^ r; 

where h B (q) is the Born scattering amplitude corresponding to 
v T(r). As this last quantity vanishes for q 6 [ 0,2kl , h B(q) 
vanishes for q St 0,2kY) , so V (r) is transparent at the 
energy Y !E. 

How let us suppose Y > 1 ; V (r) is transparent at 
the energy E = y*E, E > E, so Property 1 implies that 
V (r) is still transparent at the energy E. On the contrary, 
for Y < 1, V (r) is generally not transparent at the energy E. 
Consequently, we may write the important following property. 

Property 3 - Starting from a given potential V-fr) transparent 
is Born approximation at the energy E, one may generate a 
class of potentials possessing the same property by the 
substitution of yx for r in the expression of V T (r), Y being 
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any real number greater than one. 

This last property may be used to explain the 
origin of inequality (21). This inequality, obtained by other 
means, indicates that ths parameter a is limited by a lower 
bound. Let us apply property 3 to the potential V T(r)-E C Hl^(xr), 

where [fTlx) is given by (18), with c m - 2+c 1+c 2+...c m_ 1. V T(r) 
h*k 2 

is transparent at the energy E ^ - *̂* . For any Y > 1 , the 
potential V T(Yr) is transparent at the same energy. Now its 

parameters are irCj, ya2,...ycm , and such that : 

i <=„ * i i * nt •• — -> *'*., 

tcm > a + K*- - - •* 1 f c - . 
So, for every potential V T(yr), inequality (21) holds. On the 
contrary, for Y<1, Vjftr) is generally not transparent at 
the energy E^., and the sense of the inequality cannot be 
reversed. 

IV. Bounds for the exact scattering amplitude of our 
transparent potentials 

He are now in possession of a relatively wide 
class of potentials transparent in Born approximation. However, 
one last question remains unsolved. What is the validity of 
our results ? In other words, is the Born approximation a 
"good" approximation when the energy is fixed ? In this 
section, we shall give elements for an answer to this question. 

The validity of the Born approximation at fixed 
energy according to the values of the angular momentum was 
studied by Martin (1964) for potentials V(r) such as : 
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i) V(r) possesses an asymptotic constant sign 
11) the Integral / r|V{r)|dr does exist. 

Although the first of these conditions is never 
fulfilled by our potentials V„(r), and the second one generally 
violated, it is still possible to adapt a large part of 
Martin's work. In order to do thls r we define the exact scat
tering amplitude corresponding to a transparent potential 
V T ( r ) , and its Born approximation : 

(30a) 

(30fa) 
where j 4(kr) = kr j^ (kr), U T(r) = ^ v T(r) = k20^,(kr) and 
Uj,(r) is the regular solution of the radial SchrSdinger 
equation for the l-th partial wave. The validity of the Born 
approximation is proved if , for any given e > 0, the quantity 

|f - f B | Re = —*•- & is less than e as soon as I is greater than 

some M E ) . For oar transparent potentials V T ( r ) , f^ vanishes 
always identically, and we cannot verify such an assertion. 
However, R., may be written : 

W ICI 
after introducing the Born scattering amplitude corresponding 
to | V T . r ) | 

*. - - J u - « £ i «gj_ (31) 

C'=-tp"-|/^KM (32) 
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and the study of Iij may be done in two steps (Martin-1964) . With 

our potentials, the quantity R u may be studied and bounded. 

On the contrary, Ej 2 cannot be defined. In order to somewhat 

improve the bound on R, , it is possible to introduce the 

difference | |f*'|-)fj| |,which reduces to |fj'| , and to bound 

it independently of R. . This double study allows us to obtain 

a bound for \î^\ which decreases like a negative power of I, 

and which, furthermore,does not depend on the energy. 

1> §t<Jâï.2£_Sji 

We shall adopt the techniques of Martin (1964). We 

first introduce : 

We know that Uj(r) is a solution of the integral equation : 

In this equatien, hj(kr) = kr hj(kr), h^ ' being the spherical 

Bankel function of the first kind, and kr < and kr > denote 

the smaller and greater respectively of kr and kr'. Let us 

recall that D T(r ) - k
20^,(kr) is energy dependent. 

So the following bound holds : 

KM* l l M * i[^ l£(K#)<**»J,tfoJMl<35> 

and in order to bound the quantity | j. (kr <)h'
1' (kr>) | , we use 
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the two Inequalities (Martin-1964) : 

Let us introduce as [0,1) ; we deduce from the last inequalities 

[ft W %>IU 11 ' W r C«*0 * («i «*t «jf" ( 3 7 ) 

Following Martin, we substitute this bound in eg.(35). Then 
we multiply this equation by r a' U T(r), and integrate over r. 
We obtain : 

as long as every integral Involved converges. Let us first 
consider A(a>k) t 

ra (39) 

expression which shows that k a A(a,k) = A(a) does not depend 
on k. The integral A(a,k) exists if a is chosen such that 
(see eqs.15 and 18) 

(*> This inequality is not demonstrated In Martin's course. 
He have tested it numerically. See Coudray (1979) 
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a. £ T -».-*» 
* (40a) 

* > - i C ^ + n) 
(40b) 

If these two conditions are not compatible {compare 
with lneq.19), we shall not be able to give any bound on |f^l• 
Let us suppose that it is not the case, and that a value of a 
does exist which fulfils these two inequalities. Then let us 
introduce ; 

ft »lA 

Xe = J n. (UrMlKwl ̂  < 4 1 ) 

An easy estimation shows that 1^ converges too. We can write 

or: * 

where we have set : 

xjej» o ' K « ' / i + < / " " W / t A H <43> 
For large values of I, we have : 

and this quantity is a decreasing function of i as soon as : 

ft> f (44). 
He shall hereafter impose this condition on a, i.e. limit 
the domain of variations of a to the interval l-j,+l) . 
If in this domain a value of a allows the existence of A(a) > 
then there exists some &_ such that 
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It 1B note worthy that the value of & m does not depend on the 
energy. 

Then for any 4 > I , one has i 
»/* 

\ é —= ! = (45) 

Let us now come back to |f^| . From (33), (35) and (45), we 
obtain : 

'fr-fc. I = I €* I — ~zz " t 4 6 > 

inequality which becomes, with the help of the Schwarz 
inequality t 

(47) * " TTzfrM 
If.l 

And for any given e > 0 the quantity E 4 j • — g r Is less 
than E as soon as l > lQ , lQ being greater than * m an 
defined by 

How we shall show that |f, | itself can be bounded by a 

(48) 
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decreasing function of &. 

2) Studv_of_lf*'| 

In reduced variables |f, | may be written 

(49) 

and is seen to be independent of the chosen energy. As before, 
this is due to the fact that V T<r) depends on the energy. And 
obviously, this has the consequence that, if we find a bound 
for |fj | , this bound will only depend on t . 

We can write : 

lie6!- I [ft^^KM^^^f.WjVw*. 

2 
Let us first study f£(R). For any given n > 0, c.ne may find 
R^n) suc'i as, for any x > R^ri), one has (Bateman-I953.ill) 

(indeed, the difference if a multiple of *." / S * ' . '"^ ' **) ,. 

Let us choose R = Max {a., (n)} 
1 x 

ft i 
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And as the cos is always bounded by 1, we have 

This laBt integral is convergent as soon as 

it* I > 4. -». - 4* >o 

(51) 

(52) 

3 It is easy to choose I > l^ defined by ! I, » - -j - v - 2n. 

On the contrary, the inequality concerning v and n is not 

always fulfilled (compare with inequality (19)). He shall limit 

ourselves to the potentials satisfying condition (52). In this 

last case, the value of the integral appearing in equation (51) 

is known (Bateman-1953-V). And Stirling formula allows one 

to write, for I large enough (t> f*J'> 

and as soon as I is greater than £»' this last bound is a 

decreasing function of i. 

Let us now come to fJ(R)• The function |x2t>J(x)I 

is bounded near the origin (in order to apply scattering 

theory to VL(x)). Aa 1̂ ,(x) is a continuous function of x, 

one can write 

| x x 1Ç(») li. 1 on the interval [ 0,R] 

!*>>!« r f t W * 



For any given ç >0, it is possible to find J^ÎR,ç) such as 

for any & > S.% ' the following inequality holds : 

«»V 

If V„ )U - £ — (<• W 
(54) 

Let us now choose i > L - MaxU2,££,l!|). Then : 

And, for any given V > 0, one can find L' such that, for any 

t>L', the following inequality holds : 

c" . «~ • é çx « 

Then, for any H > L Q » Max{L,L'} , we can write 

Ife'l * C* e ^ * " + 1 " p l + j ; * S'«* 5 / J (56, 

B l : 

and for any given £' >0 , If? 1 i s l e s s than e 1 , as soon as 

I > Max {L 0 ,Lj} , Lj being defined by : 

-•/«,• * • * « 
C 4 L t : £' (57) 

S 
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V. Conclusion 

In this paper we have exhibited a relatively wide 
class of potentials which are either transparent, or quasi-trans
parent at any energy in Sorn approximation. All of them are 
energy-dependent. 

Their existence shows the lack of uniqueness of the 
solution of most inverse problems at fixed energy, only based 
upon the knowledge of the Born phase-shifts. Indeed, if a 
theoretical solution is sought for, the number of phase-shifts 
involved in the problem may be infinite, and a transparent 
potential may appear. If a numerical study is performed, the 
set of phase-shifts involved in the calculation is necessarily 
finite, and the solution may include one of the quasi-transparent 
potentials we have found. Dnless an inner mechanism of the 
method prevents such transparent or quasi-transparent potentials 
to appear - as is the case for the transparent potential in 
the Newton-Sabatier method-,oscillations will generally be 
observed in the solution of the inverse problem. 

This result does not contradict the result of 
Loeffel (1968) t in the class of potentials which decrease 
asymptotically faster than any power of the variable, no 
transparent potential can be found. 

We have not been able to obtain exact transparent 
or quasi-transparent potentials. However, the example of the 
Newton-Sabatier transparent potential, as well as the study of 
the bounds of the scattering amplitude of our transparent 
potentials, lead us to believe that the Born approximation is 
a "good' approximation for the large values of the angular 
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momentum. As is well known, the large values of !• correspond 
to the large values of the variable r. So, our conclusion is 
that, at least asymptotically, the solution of an exact 
inverse problem is generally non unique. And that this lack of 
uniqueness is probably due to the existence of exact trans
parent potentials, the asymptotic decrease of which being one 
of those of the transparent potentials we have obtained in 
Born approximation. 
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A P P E N D I X 

We want t o study the following Integral 

\ -- J ** * L Vt W J T«. K «J ̂fe.*) - - T^JO !A1) 

= * » t » - ( » , * • - - " » - , ) 
(A2) 

We suppose that the parameters c^ fulfill condition 
(19). Then we know that, if c is such that 

C m > * 4 c, * c t 1 + <:„,_, ( A 3 ) 

Ij vanishes identically for any integer £. We shall use 
Lebesgue theorem to show the continuity of 1^ when (A3) holds 
and c m goes to the limiting value : 

' « ' ' + ' , * ' i + - - ' c»-i (A4) 

Let us introduce the function F(x,c.) defined by : 

For a given set of ci' c2'"* cm-i ' F' x' ci> i s a continuous 
function of c . Furthermore, It can be bounded independently 
of c by a summable function G(K,c 1,c 2,..,c . ) . This last 
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function may be defined by cutting the Integration domain of 
1^ into three regions : 

- near the origin 6-(*,ct,.- , c„.,).- c / ^ »'.. . « J * fc») *. 
where c Q is the value of c_ which maximizes / y , c . i 
in this region 

- on a f i n i t e interval £ ( * , t t l ^ , . . . , c „ . J , f j j »* j & J H j ^ t W J M 

where M - Max |J <cm>0 I on th i s interval 
c m , x vm 

- in the asymptotic region common to the (nri-2) Bessel 

functions : 
/ , s r $ \'k «. + 411-5-I 

In each of its three domains of definition, 
/•_(«.,£ r c lis summable. So 6 is summable on the half-line 
x > 0. 

Then the conditions for the applicability of 
Lebesgue theorem are fulfilled, and we may Include the limit 
(A4) in the domain of variations of the parameters c.. 

V e 
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Figure Captions 

Fiq.l Results of the Newton-Sabatier method ! et = & 

E^. = 30 MeV L calculated V(r,ft) 

Fig.2 Results of the Newton-Sabatier method : o( = 0.9 A 

400 MeV : calculated v(r,a) 

Fig.3 Influence of the number of phase-shifts in the Newton-

Sabatier method . 

-(A.)* 

E l a b = 400 MeV : calculated potential V(r,jî) 

with the first L phase-shifts 

Fig.4 Possible values of n 

Fig.5 Comparison between V(r,«) and Vs(«,=()= 4(»)- l U . f , \ £„ ïfife) 
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